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FOREWORD

Dear friends & colleagues,
Globus Books is happy to present to you our latest catalogue dedicated to Soviet women.
Through the lens of print materials we sought to demonstrate the
transformation from a pre-Revolutionary woman to emergence and development of a
Soviet woman as a social class. We deliberately didn’t bring together books of famous
women of the time who affected and changed the country’s path but focused on recreating
a library of a young Soviet female reader of mass 1920s literature who was interested
mostly in women’s issues. This is why in our catalogue one may find many educational,
popular editions and as a result - rare.
This type of books appeared in the 1920s with the arrival of likbez and
mass education. There are editions from other decades in our list but this period and
its materials is crucial in understanding of a building a new Soviet world and a new
Soviet class - a Soviet woman. Also, echoes of the period can be seen in later editions,
for example, in parade books which used women as propaganda tool or military training
books. Item #15 and the example of Matilda Kharchevnikova (p.28) is representative of
this: she was born in 1909, and most certainly was a reader of those mass produced books
from our catalogue and a product of the first Soviet generation. Here lies another goal of
this catalogue - to tell stories of little-known but remarkable women.
Globus Books team
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WOMEN BEFORE
THE REVOLUTION of 1917
01

Worldcat locates
copies in Columbia,
Yale.

02

[RUSSIAN FEMALE WRITERS]

Ponomarev, S.I. Nashi pisatel’nitsy: (‘‘Bibliographichesky slovar’ russkikh
pisatel’nits knyazya N.N. Golitsyna. SPb. 1889. VI i 308’’: Statiya S.I.
Ponomareva) [i.e. Our Female Writers: (‘‘Biographical Index of Russian
Female Writers by Count N.N. Golitsyn. SPb. 1889. VI and 308’’: Article
by S.I. Ponomarev]. St. Petersburg: typ. Akademii Nauk, 1891. [2], 78 pp.
22,5x15,5 cm. Without wrappers. Very good, occasional foxing, with
later spine and back cover.
Very rare. Offprint from Sbornik otdeleniya russkogo yazyka i
slovesnosti Akademii nauk (V. 52, #7) [i.e. Digest of the Department of
Russian Language of Academy of Sciences].
This is a book of very valuable additions to ‘‘Biographical
Index of Russian Female Writers’’ by N. Golitsyn (St. Petersburg: typ.
V.S. Balasheva, 1889). Nikolai Golytsyn (1836-1893) was a Russian
bibliographer. During his life he’d been gathering information on
Russian female writers. Even though the index was criticized by his
contemporaries this was a very important first work of such
kind. Ponomarev’s additions consisted of two parts: review of the index
and supplement to it. In the first part he tried to answer the question
‘in which genres female writers were mostly working’ and gathered
their names into thematic groups - fiction, bibliography, drama, history,
natural sciences, critics, medicine, etc.
Ponomarev’s supplement to the index is quite significant. He
provided 419 names which were not mentioned in the index at all as
well as a number of important corrections.
$700

[ F E M A L E P H A R M AC I S T S ]

Semenov, A. Zaslugi zhenshchin na vrachebno-farmatsevticheskom
poprishche: Istoricheskii ocherk [i.e. Merits that Women Acquired in the
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No 01

Worldcat shows
the only paper
copy in the
National Library of
Medicine.

No 02

Field of Medicine and Pharmacy: A Historic Essay]. Moscow: tipo-lit. V.G.
Dempel’, 1892. 58 pp., 1 ill., 8 leaves of advertisement. 22,5x14,5 cm. In
original printed covers. Small fragments of spine lost, some soiling and
foxing, otherwise very good.
First and only edition. This is a public lecture by pharmacist
Arkadii Semenov promoting the emancipation of women in
pharmaceutics.
The process of abolishing the male monopoly in the Russian
pharmacy business went almost the entire 19th century. After the 18701880s government decrees, women could be engaged in pharmaceutical
activities, but there was no chance for any theoretical education.
This book was written under the impression the author gained from
teaching nurses of Pokrovsky Community of Sisters of Mercy. He proved
by numerous names that the initial and main role in medicine belonged
to women from ancient times. He voted for pharmacy courses that
women would be able to attend. The debates were won at the end
of the century. The women’s pharmaceutical courses began to open in
Russia in 1899. This issue was actively raised by Antonina Lesnevskaia,
pioneer of female professional pharmaceutics and founder of the
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Women’s Pharmacy in St. Petersburg. The opening ceremony was held
in 1901. The pharmacy had the most advanced equipment and a good
looking interior. Only women aged 16–26 years worked in it, including
pharmacists, pharmacist assistants and students. The following year
Lesnevskaia established a 2-year Women Pharmaceutical School. For ten
years, 198 women graduated from her school and 14 of them became
pharmacists. Since 1914, the courses of Women’s Pharmaceutical School
lasted four years and it was awarded the status of a pharmaceutical
institute.
$350

03

No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ A R A R E S U RV I VA L O F T H E T I M E ]

Russkiye zhenshchiny na eshafote [i.e. Russian Women on the Scaffold].
Moscow: [N.T. Volkov] tip. A.P. Poplavskogo, 1907. 192 pp., 11 portraits,
ill. 20.5x14.4 cm. In owner’s contemporary cloth binding with original
wrappers preserved. Tears at the spine, foxing of the front wrapper
and the title-page, private library stamp “Korolenko G. E.” on the front
wrapper, p.5, p.13, p.192, etc. Otherwise good.
First edition. Scarce.
This extremely interesting early Russian edition narrates
the heartbreaking stories of Russian women who took part in the
revolutionary movement against Tsarist regime and were sentenced to
death.
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In the Russian Empire, the death penalty as a form of
punishment was provided for by all criminal acts: The Code of Laws of
the Russian Empire, the Code of Criminal and Correctional Punishments
of 1845, and the Criminal Code of 1903. In the second half of the 19th
century, the death penalty was applied to 10-50 persons annually and
mostly covered such crimes as the treason and murder. The use of the
death penalty expanded immediately after the 1905 revolution and
began to be applied 5-10 times more often.
The book was published a year after “the death penalty for
women, abolished in Russia for common crimes as early as in the 18th
century, began to be applied freely for political actions.” It is important to
note that the edition was vigorously destroyed by the Tsarist regime, and
the editor, Volkov, was imprisoned in a fortress for 1 year for publishing
a speech by one of the female revolutionaries, Konoplyannikova (see
below).
Issued in 1907, the book features 29 biographies of Russian
women-revolutionaries who were sentenced to death in the period
from the late-19th century to 1906. The main protagonists of the
edition are Sofya Leshern, Sofya Perovskaya, Gesya Gel’fman Lyudmila
Volkenstein, Anna Yakimova, Tatyana Lebedeva, Maria Kutitonskaya,
etc. The publication describes various horrifying scenes of the life of
prisoners awaiting execution, ranging from the bloody terrorist attacks
organized by them to the last letters and speeches delivered in court:
“I killed Mina, as the murderer of the rebellious freedom fighters, as the
murderer of those innocents, whose blood was watered on the streets
of Moscow... No repressions, no arrests, no prisons, no exile, no hard
labor, no gallows, no executions, no pogroms can stop the rising popular
movement... Wherever I have to die - whether on the gallows or in hard
labor, I will die with one thought: forgive me, my people! I could give
you so little — only one life of mine!” (Zinaida Konolpyannikova; August
25, 1906, executed); “Now I’m waiting for death. I am happy to give my
life for the sacred cause of the liberation of the people. I have done
little. But is it my fault that I have done so little?” (A. Mamaeva; executed
for an attempt to organize a terrorist act in a court). In addition to
biographies, the book contains descriptions of General Mina’s punitive
expedition, several revolutionary poems and stories Na viselitse [i.e. On
the Gallows] by Halperk and U podnozhiya viselitsy [i.e. At the Foot
of the Gallows] by the Polish revolutionary Felix Kohn. The edition is
supplemented with 11 extremely rare black and white photographs of
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the women sentenced to death as well as an illustration of Shlisselburg
Fortress, which was used as a political prison during Imperial times.
Overall, an extremely rare survival of the time.
$1,750

04

Worldcat tracks
paper copies
located in LoC.

[ FA S H I O N I N P E T R O G R A D ]

Damskii mir [i.e. Lady’s World] #9 for 1915. Petrograd: A.Z. Murav’eva,
1915. 38, [2] pp.: ill. 34x25 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Tears
of spine, some soiling of covers, small tear of lower margin and minor
soiling of p. 5, otherwise very good.
An issue of the first Russian monthly of fashion, literature, and
private and public life of a woman printed in splendid colorful covers. It
was published in 1909-1918.
The periodical contained fashion news, instructions for sewing
and needlework, culinary recipes, literary works, reviews of musical
and theatrical life. Women’s emancipation, upbringing of children and
charitable activity of Russian women during World War I were covered
as well.
The particularly interesting part of the magazine is
advertisements addressed women, both single and married. The first
one offers pattern schemes for decoration of clothes, home textile,
reticules, etc. and is illustrated with a pattern ‘Aviation’ for pillow or
album design. The edition ran a diversity of advertisements for corsets,
lingerie, outerwear, curtains, cosmetics, headache remedies. They
primarily promote foreign brands and local enterprises, for example
furniture or footwear factories, institutes of medicine and beauty.
However, one personal commercial was placed for a massage therapist
who eliminated wrinkles and prepared faces for a ball.
The editorial of this issue is dedicated to the role of Russian
style in international fashion design. The front page is illustrated with
an English costume design inspired by clothing of a Siberian woman
whose photo is shown as well. Two following drawings are French
costume designs echoing boyar clothing. Texts of the issue gradually
shift between relevant topics: from charitable activity during the
ongoing war to one of the weddings that happened, changes in a
formerly gathering place of European nobility the author visited, and so
on. Anyway, new trendy dress designs are given for various cases. Some
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costume designs combine photographed dress with drawn footwear or
photographed fur clothes with drawn faces.
One article is devoted to the first Russian female professor
Maria Stanishevskaia (1871-1937). In the 1890s, Stanishevskaia studied
at the University of Nancy (France), then graduated with honors from
the Moscow University in 1900, after passing state exams. A year
before, she passed the exams for the title of paramedic at the Odessa
Medical Council and entered the service at the Odessa City Hospital.
She was directly involved in the prevention and treatment of cholera
and diphtheria in Odessa. She worked in this position until 1913,
combining her practical and scientific activities at the Medical Faculty
of Novorossiysk University. In May 1913, Stanishevskaia successfully
defended her dissertation for the degree of Doctor of Medicine on
the topic “Pathological Anatomical Changes in the Bone Marrow Due
to Infectious Diseases”. This was the first time a woman received a
doctorate in medicine in the Novorossiysk University and one of the
very few cases in the Russian Empire. A year later, Stanishevskaia was
elected privatdozent of the Department of Infectious Diseases of the
Novorossiysk University. According to the article, she gave lectures for
older students on signs and symptoms of diseases. Her photo portrait is
published.
Contributors also advised on cooking meals and stocking food,
according to the seasons, wrote about the order of serving dishes,
provided recipes of vegetarian meals.
$350
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II

WOMEN IN KOLKHOZ

05

Some issues are
located in LoC and
NYPL.

[ W O M A N I N A S O V I E T C O U N T RY S I D E ]

Zdorovaia derevnia [i.e. Healthy Village] #1 for 1926. Moscow: Izd.
Narodnogo komissariata zdravookhraneniia, 1926. 27 pp.: ill. + 5 pp. of
ads. 30,5x23 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Slightly rubbed, tears
of spine, soiling occasionally, otherwise very good.
The first issue of the illustrated monthly published under
title “Zdorovaia derevnia” in 1926-1930 and as “Za zdorovyi kolkhoz”
in 1930-1931. The periodical came out for peasants attending literacy
courses or graduated from them.
Cover design was created by artist Sergei Iaguzhinskii (18621947), known as book illustrator and poster designer. He also worked on
design of textile, wallpapers, furniture, food labels, household items and
propaganda trains. Most likely, Iaguzhinskii finished his artistic activity
in the late 1920s when he had lost his sight. He is the author of the
poster “Children Don’t Have to Die” (1925) that is connected with the
start of Soviet children’s policy and the establishment of specialized
medical institutions in cities and villages.
This cover design combines his illustration and a photograph of
contemporary peasant houses in the Moscow province. The illustration
features a peasant woman feeding a newborn baby and observing
the field work in front of newly formed facilities: reading hut, nursery,
school.
“While talking about the new village, we mean the village free
from old preconceptions, darkness and illiteracy. In the new village, each
mother will be an intelligent mother, there hundreds [of babies] won’t
die and healthy strong children will grow. Agronomists will change the
rural economy, at the same time women, primarily female delegates, will
change provincial housekeeping” – an article on women’s needs begins.
Peasant women were encouraged to take part in elections for party and
public organizations, especially for the Department of Motherhood and
Infanthood. Joining a local commission, women had the opportunity to
influence administrative organs, in particular, to request more hospitals
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No 05

and women’s consultants, qualified obstetricians, summertime nurseries.
The issue includes other articles related to early Soviet
healthcare. In particular, one text is about a sanatorium opened in
1925. This peasant sanatorium was organized in the Livadia Palace, a
former summer residence of the Romanov family in Crimea. Creating
an impressive contrast, the author compares the pre-revolutionary
owners of this estate to its contemporary attenders. Photographs show
a chamber for about nine people that previously was a tsarist bedroom,
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and a former tsarist dining room that became a resort canteen. The
magazine also reproduces an illustrated poster “Soviet Authorities
Will Rid Working People of Smallpox”. It promoted mass smallpox
vaccination in the USSR that was annually held from 1921 but still
wasn’t popular among peasantry.
An article “Healthy House” is illustrated with a photomontage
combining different peasant houses built over the USSR. A diversity
spans from a two-storey house for a family and their livestock found
in the Arkhangelsk province to a small dwelling «kurnia» heated with
smoke – the building was shot in the Kaluga province. The author of
the text shares principles of the construction of a fireproof and healthy
dwelling to reduce diseases and increase quality of life.
Some advertisements are printed on the last leaves and the
back cover, including ads for this magazine and the publishing house of
the People’s Commissariat of Health.
ON HOLD
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06

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[ KO L K H OZ WO M E N ]

Pamiatka organizatoru po rabote sredi zhenshchin-kolkhoznits [i.e.
Memo for Organizer on Activity with Kolkhoz Women]. Samara: Partizdat
Srednevolzhskoe kraevoe otdelenie, 1933. 20 pp. 12,5x8,5 cm. In
original illustrated wrappers. Mint, narrow pale water stains on lower
margin throughout copy.
Very rare provincial edition.
Small handbook for a female propagandist that was called
“zhenorg” [organizer of women]. The handbook is divided into 8
sections. Primarily, “The first and major task of a women’s organizer”
was formulated as “to prepare kolkhoz women for the improvement of
kolkhoz production and labor discipline, for merciless struggle against
the rest of kulaks and idlers, for fulfillment of all obligations to the
state on time”. Such an organizer was a kind of ideological manager of a
collective of a factory, kolkhoz, store, organization, and so on. A zhenorg
controlled how people followed socialist values and routine, how they
fit into the collective culture and political activity. The second section
is “How to work with a taskmaster and a group leader”. It is about a
brigadier’s duty to encourage peasants to join socialist competition
and raise standards of work. New taskmasters were chosen from shockworkers. The third section is “Communication with Female ShockWorkers”. A peasant, who worked enthusiastically at a factory, might be
inspired to be involved in ideological propaganda as well. Such people
became the key figures spreading party’s statements, mass reports and
lectures, being portrayed in posters and wall newspapers, and serving
as socialist worker icons. The next section is “Work with Kolkhoz
Women in Livestock Farms”. Improvement of socialist breeding included
cleanliness of farm premises and taking care of livestock. Organizers
were also responsible for the neatness in a kolkhoz club, general
discipline in a village and the eradication of illiteracy among peasant
women. The last and the most expanded section is “Tasks of Assistant
Head of the MTS Political Departments in work with kolkhoz women”.
Pomnachpolitotdela or an assistant head of the political department
supervised activity of women’s organizers and entrusted them with
tasks for the following two weeks. This person commissioned building
nurseries and schools, courses, women’s health consultants and clubs.
ON HOLD
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07

No copies found in
Worldcat.

No 07

[ S O V I E T C O L L E C T I V E FA R M S ]

Novikov, G. Zhenskii trud v kolkhozakh: Po materialam kolkhozov Lenoblasti
[i.e. Women’s Labor in Collective Farms: According Materials of Leningrad
Region Collective Farms]. Leningrad: Lenoblizdat, 1934. 112 pp.: charts,
tables. 16,5x13 cm. In original printed wrappers. Mostly uncut. Minor
tears of spine and front cover, spine re-glued, otherwise mint.
First and only edition. One of 8000 copies. Extremely rare.
Interesting book of statistics related to the establishment of
equal rights for men and women in the Soviet Union. Emancipation
of women in rural areas was intensified during the collectivisation
campaign. Peasant women were encouraged to join socialist
competition and become shock-workers. Following Stalin’s statement
“a woman is a great power for a kolkhoz”, the author Georgii Novikov
proved the crucial role of women for kolkhozes. He provides charts
demonstrating their input and comparing it to male labor at fishery
and agricultural collective farms “Trans-Ilmen Plougher”, “Granite”, etc.
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According to the materials collected, by 1933 male labor prevailed in
those jobs where it was required to control machinery or apply great
physical strength. Various types of agricultural work were carried out
by women. Nonetheless, men were primarily appointed administrative
positions while female leaders were frequently bullied. Novikov
promoted the leadership of women over brigades, kolkhoz departments
and the whole collective farms, providing names of such enthusiasts in
the Leningrad region. He offered to send female peasants to advance
training courses, as well as literacy courses for older working women.
Some diagrams throughout the edition are related to a
phenomenon of “trudoden” [labor day] i.e. measure of accounting of
quantity and quality of labor in collective farms in 1930-1966. Members
of kolkhozes were paid, depending on the quantity of labor days marked.
One table shows the influence of the age of women on earning labordays
(between 21 and 31 years old, many went on maternity leave). Another
table presents how many labor days women had earned in various
sectors: field work, fishing, nurseries, etc. The essential factor influencing
the quality of women’s labor in kolkhozes was the organization and
proper service in such facilities like canteens and nurseries. Novikov
observed and compared hygiene and level of service in nurseries of
the same collective farms “Trans-Ilmen Plougher” and “Granite”, marking
their differences. He also elaborated upon other household duties and
provided a curious table with the percentage of time women spent.
Thus, he explained that it took 24,6% of time per month for kindling an
oven and making bread and pastries; about 11,5% of time – for taking
care of individual (not kolkhoz)
livestock. In the first case, the
problem should have been solved
by building public bakeries and
canteens.
$550
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WOMEN IN CITIES

08

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[ W O M E N I N S O V I E T C O O P E R AT I V E S ]

Zhenshchina-truzhenitsa, v riady kooperatsii! [i.e. Working Woman, Join
the Cooperation!]. Moscow: Tsentrosoiuz, 1927. 8 pp., including covers. In
original illustrated wrappers. Partly uncut. Light foxing, otherwise mint.
Extremely rare and fragile brochure relating to the early period
of Soviet women’s mass emancipation.
Cover design was produced by artist Nikolai Bogatov (18541935). He is known for paintings, graphic and lithographic works –
mostly portraits, landscapes, as well as illustrations to Russian classics
and folklore. He published works in magazines ‘Priroda i okhota’ [Nature
and Hunting] and ‘Vokrug sveta’ [Around the World]. Cover features
his drawing where a peasant woman unites with a female worker. As
a bridge between them, results of their labor were shown, including
a wheat sheaf, a tire and textile rolls. This is one of the countless
illustrations of Lenin’s idea of the connection between city and village
cultures.
The design was commissioned by the Central Union of
Consumer Societies (Centrosoyuz). It was founded in Moscow in 1896
and soon gathered more and more local organizations. After the October
Revolution, the Soviet Central Union became a semi-state organization
with seeming cooperation essence. The situation was temporarily
changed during the NEP period, but this propaganda brochure was
issued during the sundown of those concessions to capitalism.
The edition encouraged women to enter consumer cooperatives
because it was the only way to influence the work of cooperative retails.
Women were ruining the old manners and were building a new culture
where they equally participated in discussions and administered
societies.
The anonymous author explained to readers that poor-quality
work of cooperatives echoed in the household of any woman of both
city and countryside because she was responsible for all duties. A wellorganized and well-operated cooperative brought lots of benefits to a
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woman. She had an opportunity to decide
what a cooperative retail should sell and
at what prices. “Workers’ cooperative might
set up a cheap canteen, bakery, laundry –
and a woman will be able to have some
rest, study or do any other business one
more hour. Organizing nurseries and
kindergartens, cooperatives help a woman
to educate her children” – the book reads.
All of the mentioned facilities might
have been created by women themselves
and this required more women involved
in the cooperation. By 1926, there were
only 9 women for every 100 men in rural
cooperatives. Soviet authorities steadily
propagandized
the
involvement
in
cooperative societies as a stage of women’s
emancipation.
ON HOLD
No 08

09

Not found in
Worldcat.

[ S O V I E T FA S H I O N ]

Mody sezona [i.e. Seasonal Fashion Trends] #2 for 1933, #1, 3 for 1934.
Moscow: Zhurnalno-gazetnoe ob’edinenie, 1933-1934. 28,5x23 cm. In
original illustrated wrappers.
#2 (1933): Spine rubbed, soiling, otherwise very good.
#1 (1934): Spine rubbed, some soiling, central double leaf of #1
detached from block, otherwise very good.
#3 (1934): Spine rubbed, tears of spine, small corners of covers lost,
otherwise very good.
Three issues of fashion magazine published in 1927-1935,
varying frequency of publication. Each one is entirely illustrated with
dress models, monochrome or colored. The issue No.3 was designed by
artists V. Mukhar, S. Aleinikova, A. Epshtein.
Soviet fashion suffered uneasy early years. Pre-revolutionary
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Russia boasted an abundance of fashion houses, ateliers and workshops.
Only St. Petersburg housed more than 120 enterprises in the 1900s. The
clothing industry was entirely destroyed during 1917 revolutions and
the Civil War but gradually began to rebuild. In 1917, the Department of
ready-made dresses and underwear was created at Centrotextile “... to
restore, unite and nationalize the production and distribution of readymade dresses and underwear on a national scale”. In 1920, VKhUTEMAS
were organized and started to prepare remarkable masters of industrial
design. Clothing attracted avant-garde artists of constructivism and
suprematism movements: Alexander Rodchenko, Varvara Stepanova,
Alexandra Ekster, Viktor Tatlin, Kazemir Malevich. They saw the main
task in “creating clothing forms that aren’t built on fashion traditions”.
Fashion had to be replaced by simplicity and hygiene. The key projects
were focused on coveralls.
In 1923, the experimental ‘Fashion Studio’ opened headed
by a pre-revolutionary master Nadezhda Lamanova and hired artist
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Alexandra Ekster in particular. A single issue of the magazine “Atelier
mod” came out and published Ekster’s article “On constructive clothing”.
However, the atelier worked like an expensive tailor shop in order to
earn money and later shift to the production of mass clothing.
In the 1920-1930s, a great number of fashion magazines came
out: ‘Iskusstvo odevat’sia [The Art of Dressing], ‘Domashniaia portnikha’
[Home Dressmaker], ‘Modnyi zhurnal’ [Fashion Magazine], ‘Mody sezona’
[Seasonal Fashion], ‘Modnyi mir’ [Fashion World], ‘Mody’ [Fashion],
‘Modeli sezona’ [Models of Season], ‘Chetyre sezona’ [Four Seasons],
‘Vestnik mody’ [Fashion Bulletin]. Also, sewing patterns were published
in ‘Zhenskij zhurnal’ [Women’s Magazine] and ‘Rabotnitsa’ [Female
Worker]. Some of the periodicals ceased publication quickly. Each
resident of a large city could stare at the suddenly appeared variety of
goods, but few could buy them. Devastation, unemployment, poverty,
homelessness still reigned in the country.
In the 1930s, clothing produced in the USSR became more
diverse. Forced industrialization affected the development of the Soviet
light industry as well. In the second Soviet decade, enterprises began
to sew women’s and men’s suits, light dresses, coats, underwear and
children’s clothes. Large factories opened their own design workshops
which began to develop new fabric colors and clothing models. Those
new fabrics appeared on sale infrequently even in large cities –
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smaller settlements hadn’t received them at all. Scarce clothing and
low incomes of the population were reasons why most women in the
country became skilled in needlework: sewing, knitting, embroidering.
They tried to buy sewing machines and made clothes with their own
hands. However, female officials and wives of party leaders were most
of all interested in fashion trends. They were served by well-known
tailors and this magazine was likely used by them. Issues contain no
sewing patterns and look like catalogs presenting dress designs.
$950
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Not in Worldcat.

[WOMEN’S LABOR]

Vinogradova, E., Vinogradova, M., Lebedeva, E. Nash metod raboty
[i.e. Our Methods of Work]. [Ivanovo]: Gos. izdatel’stvovo Ivanovskoi
promyshlennoi oblasti, 1935. 52 pp.: ill. 17x13 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers. Small fragments of covers and margins of p. 21-30 lost, rusty
staples, otherwise very good and clean copy.
First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies. Very rare.
Cover design was created by little-known artist F.G. Presnov.
Produced in the early years of social realism, the design features a
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clear constructivist approach. Portraits of three authors are given in
round frames arranged in a column as reminiscence of windows in
constructivist architectural projects. In addition, perpendicular lines
cross covers and complement the echo of a building.
The book gathered essays that described socialist competition
in the production of cloth. In Russia, most textile enterprises were
located in Ivanovo-Voznesensk – both in pre-revolutionary and in
Soviet periods. The city was also known as Red Manchester and was
renamed to Ivanovo in 1932. In the early years of the Soviet Union,
Ivanovo hosted experiments of “the new life for socialist people”. Avantgarde and constructivist architectural projects were brought to life in
this city. In particular, the first factory-kitchen appeared there. The First
and Second Workers’ Villages were built under Ivanovo, advocating
a concept of garden cities. This “Manchester” became Red, its textile
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enterprises were intensively developed processing cotton supplies
from Soviet Central Asia.
Essays were written by female shock workers of the Vichuga
textile factory in Ivanovo. The texts are illustrated with photo portraits
of employees and a picture of the factory.
Evdokia Vinogradova was a young woman who dreamed of
becoming a weaver. She graduated from a factory school and followed
the principles of the Central Labor Institute (TSIT). The Institute
existed in 1920-1939 officially while its research experiments actually
discontinued in the early 1930s. TSIT developed scientific management
in the early Soviet Union and taught thousands of labor organizers
implementing standards throughout the country. Thus, Vinogradova
began to promote labor productivity and over fulfillment of standards.
By the creation of this book, Vinogradova was 21 years old and worked
at 140 weaving machines simultaneously. The same enthusiasm was
seen in the actions of her friend and shiftwoman Maria Vinogradova.
The third author Ekaterina Lebedeva worked at yarn spinning machines.
Soon after two weavers she joined socialist competition showing that
shock work was possible in the production of yarn.
Just like the name of Stakhanov was used to call shock work
in mining, the name of Vinogradova defined shock work in the textile
industry. In all, it is an interesting source on the evolution of the
Soviet textile industry in the 1930s and women’s role in the forced
development of the country.
ON HOLD
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[WOMEN IN PRINT]

Poster. Slava zhenshchinam-udarnitsam piatiletki [i.e. Glory to ShockWorking Women of a Five-Year Plan]. Kalinin [Tver]: Izobrazitel’noe
iskusstvo, 1974. 59x87 cm. Creases of edges, slightly rubbed on rear
side, one piece of paper tape on rear side, otherwise mint.
Rare provincial imprint. A poster advertised women’s impact on
the country’s development in the 1970s. Enthusiasm of socialist shockwork, that appeared in the 1930s, was expiring over time. Yet, it was
promoted in the late Soviet decades as well. The 9th five-year plan of
the Soviet economy was timed to 1971-1975. It was the first five-year
plan to call for a higher increase for industrial and consumer goods
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than in capital goods.
This poster was created by poster designer and book illustrator
Ruben Sur’ianinov (born in 1930). He was born into a family of another
Russian poster maker Vasilii Sur’ianinov. In 1956, he graduated from
the Academy of Arts of the Latvian SSR where he studied under P.
Liubomudrov. Immediately after graduating from the academy, he
began to perform political and sanitary educational posters. He worked
for the publishing houses IZOGIZ, “Izobrazitel’noe iskusstvo”, “Sovetskii
khudozhnik”, “Plakat-Panorama” and collaborated with organizations
“Sanprosvet”, “DOSAAF” and “Reklamfilm”. For the latter, Sur’ianinov
produced movie posters in 1957-1958. The style of this poster is rather
recognizable and echoes other graphic works and moving pictures he
made on a topic of sanitary enlightenment.
A woman’s profile portrait isn’t colored and contrasts to
the background where a diversity of constructions (living buildings,
stadium and factory) are drawn in red haze. In this work, the image
of the woman is placed at the forefront of importance – there are no
production percentages, magnificent views on industrial enterprises or
portraits of party leaders.
ON HOLD
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IV

WOMEN IN THE SOVIET EAST

12

According to
Worldcat, copies
are located
in the Library
of Congress,
Columbia
and Stanford
Universities.

[ WO M E N ’ S M OV E M E N T I N T H E S OV I E T E A S T ]

Trud i byt zhenshchiny Vostoka: Materialy Vsesoiuznogo soveshсhaniya
komissii po uluchsheniu byta zhenshchiny Vostoka. 11-17 ianvaria 1928
g. [i.e. Labour and Everyday Life of the Woman of the East. Materials of
the All-Union Conference of Commissions for Advancing Oriental Woman’s
Everyday Life. January 11-17, 1928]. Moscow: Izdanie TsIK Souza SSR,
1928. VIII, 180 pp. 22,5x15,5 cm. In original printed wrappers. Very good,
small fragments of the spine lost, crease of the title page with a small
tear of the lower edge and minor tears of the upper edge. Semi-erased
pencil marks on the front cover and t.p., Soviet stamp of the state
bookcrossing fund on verso of t.p.
First and only edition. One of 1000 copies. Very rare.
The 1920s are considered the first period of the women’s
liberation movement in most Asian countries.
In the Transcaucasian and Central Asian
Soviet Republics, party organizations widely
promoted the movement as a part of gender
equality. Soviet propaganda urged women
to be politically active and independent.
Nurseries and cafeterias favored female
liberation while schools and workers’ clubs
increased their literacy level. In 1921 an
International Women’s Day was officially
marked in the Soviet Republics for the first
time.
The First All-Union Conference
of Commissions for Advancing Oriental
Woman’s Everyday Life was held in the
Kremlin on January 11-17, 1928. It attracted
28 delegates from provincial commissions
that organized schools, workshops, juridical
No 12
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bureau, institutions for homeless and single mothers. Prominent Soviet
feminists Clara Zetkin and Nadezhda Krupskaya participated in the
event as well.
The book includes 6 reports given at the Conference. Every
report caused delegates’ commentaries that were printed after reports
themselves. Among them were discussions on laws, political activity, and
women’s handicrafts. Thanks to these commentaries, the book became a
valuable and comprehensive source on the process of Oriental women’s
liberalization in the USSR.
ON HOLD
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[ E M A N C I PAT I O N O F E A S T W O M E N ]

Watercolor. Doloi! prodazhu zhenshchin v zheny [i.e. Down with Selling
Women into Wives!]. [1930s]. 30x20,5 cm. Tears of edges, upper and right
edges chipped, otherwise very good.
The watercolor design of a proposed poster which was never
printed. The watercolor was created by little-known artist Alexei
Petropavlovskii. In the work, two brides and their relatives are bowing to
a wealthy man who was supposed to be a customer. The expressiveness
was sharpened by a hand of an adherent who is forcing the nearest
spine to bow low.
The watercolor is dedicated to those Eastern traditions that
harm the physical and mental health of girls and women and deprive
them of the opportunity to realize themselves. In particular, it is selling
women into marriage and bride dowry practice. Within the Soviet
campaign of women’s emancipation since the 1920s, the state made
efforts to liberalize women throughout all territories, including Central
Asian and Causasian republics. In the USSR, bride price was considered
as a relic of the past, representing a public danger. In the RSFSR, the
Armenian SSR, the Kirghiz SSR, the Tajik SSR and the Turkmen SSR,
infringing on a woman’s right to freely decide on marriage was a crime.
It fell under the article “Crimes constituting remnants of local customs”.
Also, bride kidnapping that practiced instead of paying high bride price
was being denounced. As with all traditions towards Eastern women,
the official struggle against selling girls and women into marriage
hardly influenced conservative societies throughout the Soviet period
and was significantly decreased after the dissolution of the USSR.
ON HOLD
GLOBUS BOOKS
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V

WOMEN IN THE MILITARY

14

No paper copies
are tracked in
Worldcat.

[FEMALE SHARPSHOOTERS]

Voroshilovskii strelok [i.e. Voroshilov Shooter] #5 for 1938. Moscow:
Zhurgazob’edinenie, 1938. 16 pp.: ill. 29x21,5 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers. Slightly rubbed, ink note on back cover, few minor ink stains
on front cover, otherwise mint.
An issue of the periodical published in 1929-1940. It was the
organ of the All-Union organization ‘Osoaviakhim’ (The Society for
the Assistance of Defense, Aircraft and Chemical Construction). It was
the successor of Soviet airplane and chemical voluntary societies and
located branches all over the country. Through this organization, mass
military training was provided for Soviet people starting from the preschool classes. On October 29, 1932, the Presidium of the Central Council
of Osoaviakhim of the USSR approved the creation of the honorary title
“Voroshilov Shooter”, and on December 29, 1932, the badge “Voroshilov
Shooter”.
Women were equally engaged in military training. Millions of
Soviet women got the title and badge of Voroshilov Shooter meaning
those women were able to shoot accurately. This issue was printed
with two female shooters portrayed in the cover design. The front cover
shows a Deputy of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, shock-worker of
the Metro construction, Tatiana Fedorova. In the photo, she is training to
shoot from a prone position in a Metrostroi shooting range. This picture
is the evidence of military classes held for builders of the Moscow
Metro in their spare time. The rear side of the back cover features a
Chuvash girl Maria Semenova who studied at evening courses of the
Shoe Factory called after Voroshilov in Ufa. She was active in military
training, had four Osoaviakhim badges and became a leader of a local
Osoaviakhim group.
The issue came out shortly before Women’s Day. The articles
cover stories about female shooters in collective farms and factories,
where women participated in competitions. School clubs also held
shooting competitions and a photograph of a girl team illustrates the
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text. The issue contains a program of the
All-Union shooters’ spartakiade of the
USSR that was supposed to be held in
the summer of 1938. The first stage was
sectionals organized in Soviet republics
and autonomous oblasts. It included 300
meter military rifle shooting (standing,
kneeling and prone shooting), dueling
and 50 meter rifle shooting from a
prone position. The second stage was
a championship of masters in shooting.
There 600 meter shooting was added,
as well as Olympic 50 meter pistol
shooting. Both stages were held for adult
and children’s teams – with reduction of
distances for young participants.
At the end, news of specialized
clubs at factories and schools announce:
“111 teams of enterprises and regional
No 14
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clubs attended all-Moscow shooting competition”, “In Frunze [now
Bishkek], courses for shooting instructors have been organized”, “The
Semipalatinsk University of Finance and Economics opened a shooting
school. There are 30 students, including 8 girls”, and so on.
The rear side of the front cover features a montage on
Papanin’s North expedition completed by that time. Portraits of four
participants – leader Ivan Papanin, hydrobiologist Pyotr Shirshov,
geophysicist Evgenii Fyodorov, radioman Ernst Krenkel – are placed
above an illustration of the world’s first manned drifting station in the
Arctic Ocean. On February 19, 1938 a Soviet ice breaker took four polar
explorers off the station close to the eastern coast of Greenland. They
arrived in Leningrad on March 15.
$450
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[ S O V I E T TA N K W O M A N ]

Archive of 8 items belonged to a female captain of tank troops of the
Red Army, Matilda Nikolaevna Kharchevnikova. She served in the 21st
army, worked as a teacher of tactics at the Ulyanovsk Tank School and
worked in the Military Academy of Mechanization and Motorization of
the Red Army called after Stalin. She participated in military actions
of the Great Patriotic War and wrote a handbook ‘Tanks in Ambush’. In
2000, at the age of 91, she was awarded the rank of colonel.
1) Kharchevnikova, M. Tanki v zasade [i.e. Tanks in Ambush]. Moscow:
Voennoe izdatel’stvo Narodnogo Komissariata Oborony, 1943. 36 pp.:
schemes. 14x11 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Number on front
cover and stamp of the Library of the Stalin Military Academy of
Mechanization and Motorization of the Red Army on p. 1, 17. Otherwise
mint.
Wartime edition. Edited by major A. Kovalenko. According
to the contract (item #2), printrun was 50 000 copies while in books
themselves such information was usually silenced during the war.
In a brochure, captain Matilda Kharchevnikova overviewed
how to operate armored fighting vehicles from concealed positions. She
shared experience gained during two early years of the Great Patriotic
War. The text was compiled by December 1942, printing process was
carried out in May 1943, thus this guide was completed and sent to
Soviet officers just before the Battle of Kursk.
GLOBUS BOOKS
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The brochure contains military tactics for tank attacks in seven
types of military actions: reconnaissance, retreat, an encounter battle,
defense and mobile defense, as well as actions of tanks when they
are ambushed by an enemy. All methods offered are illustrated with
schemes and one of them also decorates the front cover.
The source is particularly interesting because of the examples
provided. One of them reads: “Two crews under command of Zaitsev
and Tomilchenko had suddenly met a tank unit of the enemy. Soviet
tankmen didn’t lose their heads and decided to defeat the enemy by
setting up an ambush – suddenly attack the enemy from behind bushes
without firing a shot but acting as a battering ram. Letting motorcyclists
go aside, heavy Soviet tanks collapsed to both sides of the enemy
column. The battle lasted several minutes. As a result, 15 light tanks
and 10 armored vehicles were destroyed”.
Also, the author elaborates on how to choose an ambush site,
how to create and mask trenches around tanks.
Worldcat shows the only copy located in the University of Kentucky.
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2) Publishing Contract between the Voenizdat Publisher and
Kharchevnikova. May 25, 1943. 31x22,5 cm. Typewritten and ink
handwritten notes. Ink corrections of terms. Creases, otherwise mint.
An excellent source on Soviet book publishing royalties during
the wartime.
According to the contract, the book title should have been
“Tanks in Ambush in General Types of Battles : In Reconnaissance, in
Retreat, in an Encounter Battle, in Defense, in Mobile Defense and
Action of Tanks When They are Ambushed by an Enemy”. The contract
was valid for four years. One of the corrections is a clause that the
publisher was obliged to provide 10 author’s copies of the book instead
of 25 copies.
3) Message in the official form of the People’s Commissariat of Defense
of the USSR. Komandiru chasti 054 [i.e. To Commander of Unit 054].
Ulyanovsk, December 26, 1942. Typewritten letter. 15,5x21 cm. Creases,
ink and red pencil marks, otherwise mint.
The note reads: “I inform you that the manuscript “Tanks in
Ambush” by captain M.N. Kharchevnikova has been approved for
publishing. By January 10, 1943, captain M.N. Kharchevnikova should
be sent to the Main Armored Tank Directorate for preparing the original
manuscript for print. Signed in red pencil by Major General of tank
troops, M. Cherniavskii.
4) Message in the official form of the People’s Commissariat of Defense
of the USSR. Komandiru chasti 054 [i.e. To Commander of Unit 054].
Ulyanovsk, January 18, 1943. Typewritten letter. 16x20,5 cm. Creases, ink
marks, otherwise mint.
The note reads: “I inform you that the manuscript [of “Tanks”]
by captain M.N. Kharchevnikova has been accepted for publication and
submitted for print”. Signed in ink by two officers of the Directorate of
Armored and Mechanized Troops, Kravchenko and Ogarev.
5) Handwritten note from the editor: “Dear comrade Kharchevnikova! I
am sending you 10 copies of your book “Tanks in Ambush” that belong
to you – as a book post– as well as 1 copy of the contract. The author’s
salary of 623 rubles will be sent to you on the 12th day of this month”.
June 9, 1943 [Signature]. 10,5x18 cm. Creases, otherwise mint.
According to this note, the author earned a little less than it is
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stated in the contract.
6) Statement typed in the official form of the People’s Commissariat of
Defense of the USSR. Moscow, 1943. 15x21 cm. Creases, otherwise mint.
Statement proved that M.N. Kharchevnikova was detained by the head
of the Main Directorate of Recruiting and Military Training of Armored
and Mechanized Troops of the Red Army for carrying out an urgent
order, therefore she was obliged to appear at a place of service in
the Stalin Military Academy of Mechanization and Motorization after
Moscow traffic was over”. September 2, 1943, 3 a.m. Signed in red pencil
by Major General of tank troops, M. Cherniavskii.
7) Bilet #0251 Delegata IV Vsearmeiskogo soveshchaniia zhen
komanduiushchego I nachal’stvuiushchego sostava RKKA [i.e. Membership
Card #0251 of a Delegate of the All-Union Congress of Wifes of the
Command Staff of the Red Army]. Moscow, 1936. One-side illustrated
card. 7,5x11 cm. Slightly rubbed, otherwise very good. Pale stamp of
Soviet organization.
Name of Matilda Kharchevnikova is written in ink. Photo
portraits of Stalin and Voroshilov are reproduced.
In the 1920-30s, military clubs for families of military personnel
appeared all over the country. Wives, children, brothers and sisters of
the army commanders learned to shoot from all types of weapons, drive
cars and motorcycles, jump from parachutes, protect themselves from
the effects of chemical weapons, and provide primary medical care. To
sum up and analyze the experience, the All-Russian Congress of Wives
of the Command Staff of the Red Army was opened on December 20,
1936.
8) Photo made of two imprints glued together. The All-Union Congress
of Wifes of the Command Staff of the Red Army / shot by Kislov;
Soyuzfoto. Moscow, 1936. 15x26 cm.
Small tears of edges with some fragments lost, imprints
attached with black paper tape on rear side, pale stamp on copyright
on rear side.
The picture features a crowded hall of attendees and a
delegation of the Povolzhye military region sitting at the Congress in
particular.
ON HOLD
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VI

WOMEN IN SOCIALISM

16

Copies of #1
are located
in Princeton
University and
NYPL. Copies of #6
are located in LoC,
Yale, Columbia,
Illinois, Indiana,
Duke Universities,
NYPL. Other
editions are not
found in Worldcat.

[THE FIRST WOMAN OF THE USSR]

Collection of rare books written by and dedicated to Nadezhda
Krupskaya.
1) Stal’,L. Nadezhda Konstantinovna Krupskaya. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe
izdatel’stvo, 1928. 43, [2] pp.: ill. + 3 pp. of ads. 19,5x13 cm. In original
wrappers illustrated with a portrait. Pencil marks and corrections,
otherwise mint. Ink signature of secretary of Krupskaya, Vera Dridzo on
title page. One of 10 000 copies.
2) Krupskaya, N. Dlia chego nuzhna gramota [i.e. For What Literacy Is
Needed]. Moscow: Doloi negramotnost’, 1929. 20 pp. 19,5x13 cm.
In original wrappers illustrated with a portrait. Tears of spine, three
corners of covers lost, otherwise very good and clean internally.
3) Krupskaya, N. Iz dalekikh vremen [i.e. From Distant Times]. Moscow:
Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo, 1930. 48 pp.: ill. 17,5x12,5 cm. In
original printed wrappers. Spine chipped, ink underlinings occasionally,
otherwise very good.
4) Krupskaya, N. Kak samostoiatel’no rabotat’ nad knigoi [i.e. How To
Work on a Book on Your Own]. Moscow: Narkompros RSFSR, 1939. 24 pp.
17x12 cm. In original printed wrappers. Near fine.
5) Krupskaya, N. Sovetskim detiam [i.e. To Soviet Children]. Kalinin
[Tver]: Kalininskoe oblastnoe literaturnoe izdatel’stvo, 1940. 96, [2] pp.
17x11,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Fragments of spine lost,
spine faded, few small tears, otherwise very good and clean. Provincial
edition. One of 4000 copies.
6) Krupskaya, N. O molodezhi [i.e. On the Youth]. Moscow: Molodaia
gvardiia, 1940. XVI, 224 pp., 1 ill. 15x12 cm. In original cloth with gilt
lettering on the front cover and spine. Mint, pencil marks on margins
and in the table of contents. Ink signature of secretary of Krupskaya,
Vera Dridzo on front flyleaf.
Vera Dridzo (1902-1991) worked with Krupskaya for twenty
years (1920-1939). After her death, Dridzo led the organization of her
literary heritage and wrote memoirs about her. The books from the set
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that belonged to her contain pencil marks and corrections supposed to
be used in future editions.
Nadezhda Konstantinovna Krupskaya (1869-1939) was anyone
but a mere functionary of the Bolshevik party. An active revolutionary,
she met Vladimir Ulyanov (Lenin) at a Marxist discussion group in
1894 and soon became his spouse. She became the center of all the
organization’s work. According to Trotsky, “she established connections,
supplied secret addresses, wrote letters, and coded and decoded
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correspondence”. After the Revolution, Krupskaya worked as a deputy
to Anatoliy Lunacharskiy, the People’s Commissar for Education. In
particular, she headed the transformation of libraries on the territory
of the USSR. Thanks to her, libraries opened free access for all people
instead of limited access of privileged people in the pre-revolutionary
period.
She solved problems of a low-interest in a librarian career and
poor supply of libraries, and greatly influenced the likbez campaign
[eradication of illiteracy]. She initiated the creation of schools for
adults, literacy courses at factories. Krupskaya was one of the initiators
of the young pioneer organization. She was the organizer of voluntary
societies ‘Down with Illiteracy’, ‘Friend of Children’ and headed the
Society of Marxist Pedagogues. She is considered the main ideologist
of Soviet education and communist upbringing of children.
In general, Krupskaya’s works were published in large print
runs and vigorously promoted all over the country. Of six books in this
collection, only two were printed in relatively small numbers of copies.
The first book is an early biography written by female
revolutionary Liudmila (Leia) Stal’ (1872-1939). She contributed to the
pre-revolutionary Pravda newspaper, was a member of the editorial
board of the magazine “Rabotnitsa” [Female Worker]. Stal’ headed
the department of female workers of the Caucasian Bureau of the
party, was a member of the International Women’s Secretariat of the
Executive Committee of the Comintern (1921-1923), and an employee
of the department of female workers of the Central Committee of
the party, also headed the department of mass literature for female
workers and peasants in the State Publishing House. The edition
contains advertisements of books by Krupskaya, magazine “Communist
Woman”. The back cover advertises other books of a series “Bibliotechka
rabotnitsy i krest’ianki” [Library of Female Worker and Peasant] listing
biographies of Clara Zetkin, Konkordiia Samoilova, Rosa Luxemburg and
Inessa Armand.
The second fragile brochure was issued by the voluntary
society ‘Down with Illiteracy’. It includes excerpts of various Krupskaya’s
articles collected by I. Diomidov. All articles, dates of their publication
and periodicals are indicated.
The third book “From Distant Times” introduced Krupskaya’s
memoirs about the early workers’ movement at pre-revolutionary
factories, about underground activity of the League of Struggle for the
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Emancipation of the Working Class. Krupskaya
wrote about courses she held for Peterburg
workers in the 1890s. Legally, a factory owner
offered evening classes for his employees:
reading, writing and arithmetic. In fact, classes
with a propaganda influence were taught for
those students who might be ready for them.
Biographies of three students of those courses are
printed as supplements: I. Babushkin (executed
in 1906), L. Knipovich and A. Kalmykova. Two of
the biographies are illustrated with portraits.
The brochure “How To Work on a Book
on Your Own” was published for the distant
courses of advanced training that were held for
provincial ideological propagandists. Krupskaya
explained how to study Marxism-Leninism
independently. In particular, she compiled
No 16

some pieces of advice on how to save energy, how to organize reading
sessions for self-education, and how to better understand what a text
was about.
The Tver collection of articles “To Soviet Children” was issued
posthumously. In them, Krupskaya addressed children and elaborated
upon socialist education, young pioneer organization, international
communication and importance of handling a book carefully.
The last book of the set, “On the Youth” differs from others in
its design but more essentially in the concept. The compilers tried to
collect all Krupskaya’s articles, speeches and letters addressed Soviet
youth from May 1917 to January 1938.
In the political struggle within the Communist party, Krupskaya
supported L. Kamenev and G. Zinoviev. Relations between Stalin and
Krupskaya were not friendly, she frequently criticized his policy and the
cult of personality. In 1929, she was removed from propaganda, then
from the likbez campaign, then from the management of schools and
the creation of educational programs. At that time Krupskaya wrote
that she turned to the librarianship only.
ON HOLD
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17

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[ WO M E N I N R E VO L U T I O N ]

Vasil’eva, R. Pervye komsomolki [i.e. The First Komsomol Women].
Leningrad: Molodaia gvardiia, 1932. 173, [3] pp.: ill. 19x13,5 cm. In
original cardboards with letterpress design by V. Sveshnikov. Covers and
spine slightly restored but rubbed, tear of t.p. restored, numbers on t.p.
and back endpaper, pale stamps on p. 17 and 33.
First edition. One of 2000 copies. Rare.
Memoirs of female Komsomol activist Raisa Vasil’eva (19021938). At the age of 15, she took an active part in the October Revolution,
was one of the first Komsomol members. Then she studied at the
workers’ courses in the Technological Institute. In 1919, she joined the
Communist party.
In the mid-1920s, Vasil’eva and her husband Vasilii Lukin
supported the Left Opposition. After its defeat, she was expelled from
the party and arrested together with her spouse. The Collegium of the
OGPU sentenced them to three years of exile in Central Asia but then
the decision was canceled in 1929. The couple came back to Leningrad
where Vasil’eva wrote and published her autobiographical book “The
First Komsomol Women”. She had begun
to work on memoirs about her youth at
factories, but the second arrest happened
for both of them “for participation in the
counter-revolutionary Zinoviev group”.
Initially sentenced to imprisonment, she
was sent to Ukhtpechlag in the Russian
North and was shot two years later.
Meanwhile,this autobiographical
work was adopted as a screenplay for Lev
Arnshtam’s film “Girl Friends” (1936) –
without Vasil’eva’s name credited. In the
USA, this moving picture was released as
‘Three Women’ in 1936.
“The First Komsomol Women”
shows living and working conditions of
girls and women at the pre-revolutionary
factories, shares about their intention to
found a union of girls against injustice.
Vasil’eva was a witness of how female
No 17
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textile workers began a strike in Petrograd that eventually engulfed
other factories, demanding «Bread and Peace»—an end to World War
I. This event was later turned into International Women’s Day. In this
book, she wrote about those revolutionary unclear times when various
parties and the Provisional Government influenced masses all around
and workers hardly coped with this information war. Then, the Russian
Civil War began and Vasil’eva became a supporter of the Bolsheviks. The
Union of Youth (Komsomol) was finally created and attracted more and
more girls.
$750
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Not in Worldcat.

[WOMAN IN SOCIALISM]

Bloknot agitatora: 8 marta – Mezhdunarodnyi kommunisticheskii zhenskii
den’ [i.e. Propagandist’s Notebook. No. 2: March 8th is International
Communist Women’s Day]. Sverdlovsk: Sverdlgiz, 1939. 64 pp. 17x12
cm. In original photomontage wrappers. Minor upper outer corner of
back cover and last leaves lost, light foxing occasionally, otherwise very
good. Mistypes on p. 10 and 15.
One of 10 000 copies. Rare provincial edition.
Under this title, numerous propaganda periodicals were issued
in different publishing houses and cities over the USSR in the 19301940s. This one came out in Sverdlovsk (now Ekaterinburg), the Ural
center of publishing culture that later became the heart of evacuated
writers and publishers during the Great Patriotic War. The book is
devoted to International Women’s Day, Soviet women, their role in
socialist construction and their achievements.
Unfolded, the covers together show a photomontage
composition on Soviet women. The front cover primarily features a
photograph of a crew of the airplane ANT-37 “Rodina” – female pilots
Marina Raskova, Valentina Grizodubova and Polina Osipenko. They are
best known for a record-breaking non-stop flight to the Soviet Far East
in September 1938. The shot was produced before the flight that was
forced to end in swamps near the Amur River. The back cover combines
four women of various occupations and ages. Among them are a kolkhoz
worker, a mother with her child, and a factory engineer.
The handbook overviews changes in the status of a woman
that took place after the Revolution. Preparing a propagandist for
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lectures, discussions, talks, compilers of the text included names and
biographical notes of female shock-workers in sugar beet cultivation,
milk farming, tractor operation, etc. They added statistics on nursery,
kindergarten and dairy kitchen construction, increasing birth rate and
financing of large families.
The 2nd International Communist Women’s Congress resulted
in the annual commemoration of Women’s Day on March 8. It was
accepted as an official holiday and was being promoted by party
organizations. Essential significance of International Woman Day and
women’s emancipation were seen in Soviet Central Asia. Women were
freed from veils, although it took decades to confront the tradition. They
gained the opportunity for independent life, equal work and political
activity. The whole country acquired the name of Uzbek opera singer
Khakimova – her mother had a similar notable voice but was forbidden
to perform in the pre-revolutionary period. Alongside the emancipation
of women in Russia, the liberation of an East woman became a common
topic for propaganda editions like this one.
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According to this book printed several months later, the flight of
“Rodina” was hailed as a triumph of Soviet women. However, thousands
of Soviet women studied piloting and parachute jumping, crossed
mountains, participated in long-distance foot races, trained in military
clubs of Osoaviakhim, and so on. In 1938, 12 female employees of the
Moscow Automobile Factory (known as ZIL) kayaked the whole MoscowVolga Canal, then down the Volga river to Gorky (city Nozhny Novgorod).
Olga Lebedeva traveled all over the Caucasus on a motorcycle. Millions
of Soviet women got the honorary title and badge of Voroshilov Shooter
that meant those women were able to shoot accurately.
ON HOLD
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VII

SEXUAL RELATIONS &
CONTRACEPTION
19

Not found in
Worldcat.

[ S E X U A L R E L AT I O N S I N T H E P R O L E TA R I A N S TAT E ]

Karov A.N. Chto dolzhny znat’ muzhchina i zhenshhina, vstupaiushchie v
brak [i.e. What a Man and a Woman Should Know When They Get Married].
Odessa: Izd. Chernomorskogo mediko-sanitarnogo otdela, 1926. 30, [2]
pp.: ill. 17,5x13,5 cm. In original printed wrappers by Adamovich. Near
fine.
First edition. One of 10 000 copies. Very rare.
One of the early Soviet attempts to produce mass sexual
education editions and the beginning of the denial of personal life and
sexual relations outside the conception of a child.
“Marriage is based on long-term sexual intercourse between
a man and a woman. Both man and woman are very often involved
in marriage because of circumstances that have nothing to do with
mutual attraction” – the edition opens. The author claims that in a
bourgeois society, marriage was practiced for commercial gain, so
partners frequently cheated on each other, creating secret polygamous
relationships. In a proletarian country, there was no race for the wealth
of a spouse and both spouses have equal rights, so that commercial
calculations didn’t play any role in concluding a free union of loving
man and woman. It is particularly interesting how this statement existed
simultaneously with the Soviet attempts to completely eliminate the
institution of the family in the 1920s.
In a remarkable chapter “Sexual Attraction”, the author
mentions homosexuality, sadism and masochism as deviation of sexual
behavior. For most decades of the Soviet period, these words became
withdrawn from mass editions, alongside silencing the sexual relations
in general. “For the proletarians, the question of sexual desire is not as
acute as it is for the bourgeoisie. Sexual energy can be consciously or
unconsciously used for mental or physical work. People who spend a
lot of energy on mental or physical labor experience sexual attraction
much less frequently and to a lesser extent than idle people. In the
everyday urban life, at every step there are moments increasing sexual
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desire: movie, theater, some paintings and romance novels. However,
these irritating moments mainly influenced idlers who live carelessly
at the expense of other people’s labor, eat well and drink alcohol. Of
all these “favorable” conditions, proletarians have only alcoholic drinks”
– the author states. Thus he contributed to the creation of a strong
connection between sex and idleness. His further recommendation to
have intercourse two-three times a week is less impressive and catchy.
A text “Abnormalities in Reproductive Systems of Men and Women”
exposes diseases of reproductive organs. Two illustrations of both
systems are printed in the center of the book. In “Diseases That Prevent
Marriage” the author explains how sexually transmitted infections,
alcohol use disorder and tuberculosis may harm both spouses and their
children. He mentioned a contemporary Soviet law, according to which
both spouses were required to document that their partner had been
informed about the state of their health before the wedding.
Another interesting chapter is “The Role Prostitution Plays
Within a Family”. The author writes on frequent cases of infection of
entire families with gonorrhea through the fault of husbands who
had sexual relations with prostitutes – they almost all suffered from
venereal diseases. He affirms that, fortunately, a proletarian is too busy
to think about extramarital sex; a proletarian enters into marriage for
love and also have no money to pay a prostitute. Finally, the author
accuses capitalism of starting wars and unemployment that causes
the involvement of people in extramarital sex. As an example, he
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elaborates on a fact that after World War I, entire villages were infected
with venereal diseases because of soldiers’ promiscuity. He added that
similar conditions were created in small-capacity peasant farms, from
which peasants were forced to leave for a long time to earn money, as
well as in families of sailors.
The book was published as a part of a series ‘Sexual Issue
in Common-Language Essays’ edited by Adolf Fizdel’ (Issue No. 5).
The series raised questions of abortion, women’s diseases, infertility,
contraception, sex education, etc. In the same year, this series was
passed to the Svetoch publishing house and was reprinted in 1927.
ON HOLD
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[ C O N T R AC E P T I O N AG A I N S T A B O RT I O N ]

Burlakov, I. G. Bor’ba s abortami [i.e. Struggle against Abortions]. Kharkiv:
Nauchnaia mysl’, 1927. 16 pp. 23,5x15,5 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers. Partly faded, some foxing on covers, tear of spine, otherwise
very good and clean internally.
One of 5000 copies. Very rare.
The author, assistant professor Ivan Burlakov proposed a
new direction in the development of natural methods of preventing
pregnancy.
The work was written on the border of old and new cultures
in the early Soviet period. Abortion was still disfavored by masses, yet
it has become legal. In 1920, the Russian Socialist Republic became
the first country in the world to legalize abortion in all circumstances.
It is likely that this decision was influenced by the ongoing healthcare
policy and the campaign for Soviet women’s emancipation. Alongside
newly formed medical institutions with qualified personnel, abortion
was widely performed by underground midwives. By the late 1920s,
Ukraine saw the increase of operations terminating pregnancy and
most of them were of low quality and high risks.
The author considered that abortions as acts against nature
became real social catastrophe. At the same time, he admitted the
impossibility of a complete ban on them and suggested the need for the
state to ensure the necessary quality of each operation. He explained
that risks of a failed operation were high: poor tissue regeneration,
infection, etc. To solve this social catastrophe, Burlakov offered to
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turn to contraceptive methods. Apart from common barrier methods,
he mentioned an operation to destroy the patency of the fallopian
tubes, and the influence of X-rays on women’s reproductive system. He
stressed that the latter is unwanted because it was out of control and
could cause either temporary or irreparable permanent damage.
To the end of the essay, the author called artificial contraceptive
methods unnatural as well. He elaborated on chemical changes in the
female genital organs under the influence of male seminal fluid and
requested to look for new methods of contraception in the biochemical
direction. It slightly reminds of various experiments to rejuvenile human
organism by testicular transplantation that were brought to the Soviet
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Union in the 1920s. According to Burlakov, Soviet science should have
been developed in the direction not to change but to carefully study
the laws of nature and use them for the purpose of minimizing harm to
a female body.
ON HOLD
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[ CO N T R AC E P T I O N R U L E S F O R U S E R S A N D P H Y S I C I A N S ]

Vitreograph imprints prepared for the Provincial Museum and Exhibition
of the Maternal and Child Health Protection. [1930s].
1) Chto dolzhna znat’ predokhraniaiushchaiasia zhenshchina [i.e. What
Woman Should Know about Contraception] / revised by F. Azerlian. 2
pages of handwritten text.
2) Instruktsiia dlia vrachei : O poriadke primeneniia pretivozachatochnykh
sredstv [i.e. Instructions for Physicians : On Proper Use of Contraceptive
Methods]. 4 pages of handwritten text.
3) Biolaktin [i.e. Biolactine]. 1 page of typewritten text.
7 pp. in total. 29,5x21 cm. Tears of edges and along creases, ink date
April 24, 1935 on blank upper edge of every imprint, a stamp of the
issuing organization on the leaf #3.
Extremely rare reproductions made for the Museum of the
Maternal and Child Health Protection that was located in Moscow.
The Department of the Maternal and Child Health Protection
(MCHP) was founded by Vera Lebedeva in 1918, as a part of the People’s
Commissariat for Health. In 1922, she also initiated the scientific
institute that studied motherhood and infanthood. The Department of
the MCHP took up the creation of women’s and children’s consultants,
as well as mass educational institutions, especially in villages
where summertime nurseries and children’s areas were needed. The
organization worked on the prevention of women’s diseases, abortion
and contraception practices, juridical consulting for mothers, activity
against homeless life of orphans, labor exchange for single mothers. In
1923, contraception was legalized in the USSR and the Central Research
Commission for the Study of Contraceptives was formed with a special
laboratory, both under control of the Department of the MCHP. The
commission undertook investigations on biological, clinical, statistical,
etc. questions bearing on the subject.
“What Woman Should Know about Contraception” lists 22
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points. Firstly, compilers explain that abortion is a procedure of high
risks that harms women and makes her unable to work. Contraceptives
are presented as a tool for the struggle against abortion. Then, some
sentences define when women need to visit a gynecologist to ask for
contraceptive methods, which one may be used by a woman herself and
which one requires the help of a physician. Cervical caps and chemical
contraceptives are mentioned and few recommendations on hygiene
are added as well. Among chemical methods Biolactine, Prokonsol and
Kontratseptin are specified.
“Instructions for Physicians” are more expanded. For wide
promotion of contraceptive methods, the Department of the Maternal
and Child Health Protection obliged women’s consultants to hold
preventive talks on the subject. In cities, physicians were qualified to
prescribe contraceptives, in rural areas lacking doctors, obstetricians
might do it after instructions from a gynecologist. All medical personnel
had to struggle with the use of X-ray, withdrawal and lubrication of
the uterine cavity with iodine as unsafe and unreliable contraceptive
methods. In the instructions, physicians were informed that a patient
card is required for notes on contraception, woman’s period and
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all complaints. They were also compelled to make statistics about
contraceptives.
Gynecologists were notified of more methods than readers
of “What Woman Should Know about Contraception”. This list was
complemented with a rubber ball invented by P. Bakaleinikov,
Mensing and Mizpah cervical caps, and gelatin cylinders. Information
for a provider of cervical caps is printed with all substances needed
for the care. Chemical and biological methods were used by women
themselves and detailed instructions for use were printed. Indications
and contraindications are defined for all contraceptives.
The last leaf “Biolactine” contains 11 points about its use.
Biolactine became the only biological contraceptive substance and was
investigated by Yakov Dubinchik. He published a book on its curative
and contraceptive characteristics in 1935. Besides spermicidal quality,
it compared favorably against chemical contraceptives like Prekonsol
because Biolactine didn’t require douching after its use. After all, glass
tubes from Biolactine were able to be reused.
$1,250
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[ C O N T R A C E P T I O N C U LT U R E I N T H E U S S R ]

Pamiatka o primenenii protivozachatochnykh sredstv [i.e. Memo on Use of
Contraceptive Methods]. Ivanovo: Ivanovskii oblastnoi dom sanitarnogo
prosveshcheniia, [1950s]. 15 pp. 13,5x9,5 cm. In original printed
wrappers. Near fine.
Very rare provincial brochure for mass enlightenment. Released
for free. It is a valuable source on those contraceptive methods that were
known for Soviet gynecologists by the 1950s. The Ivanovo Provincial
House for Sanitary Enlightenment offered women some barrier and
chemical methods: condom, rubber “KR” cap, aluminum Kafka cap,
vaginal douching and tampon soaked in vinegar.
Overall, abortion has been the principal birth control method for
Soviet women for decades, although artificial contraception was legal
from the early 1920s as well. In 1926, the Soviet novator P. Bakaleinikov
developed a rubber ball with spermicidal substance acting as a
women’s contraceptive insert. According to patent documentation, he
submitted it in 1930 and this type of inserts was being released during
the following decade at least. The Central Commission for the Study
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of Contraceptives was formed. Since 1926, various books and articles
have been published on contraceptives. In 1936, the Soviet authorities
wrapped up abortion practice in state medical institutions and declared
that the production of contraceptive methods was launched.
Within this campaign, condoms began to be produced in the
USSR. They were thick-walled rubber products with the appropriate
smell that were profusely strewed with talc. In general, Soviet people
refused them for their quality. Also, the sexual culture wasn’t properly
promoted in the country. The socialist construction should have entailed
the increase in the birth rate and happy childhood of communist-minded
people. Despite all attempts of sex education undertaken in the early
Soviet Union, everything that was connected with intimate relationships
became shameful and depraved. Sex education discontinued over time.
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Pharmacy price tags on condoms shyly indicated: “rubber product No. 2”.
In the 1950s, imported (mainly Hungarian) condoms appeared in some
Soviet pharmacies but were still out of sale for ordinary people.
In 1955, abortion had been re-legalized. In circumstances of
mistrust to other methods of terminating pregnancy, it resulted in the
rapid increase of abortion rate. Confronted with such high rates, Soviet
health planners had to make contraceptives more available. Various
propaganda matters were issued, including this brochure.
The cervical caps mentioned above were scarcely found
in large cities and required frequent change by a gynecologist. The
recipe for vaginal douching for preparation by a woman herself was
printed in detail in this brochure. In the 1970s, it was one of the most
common contraceptive methods chosen by Soviet women. According
to an advertisement published in the magazine “Krasnaia nov’” (1937),
pharmacies were also supplied with spermicidal pastes “Prekonsol” and
“Kontratseptin”, but nothing is known about how available they were.
Oral contraceptive pills were hardly found on sale. It was even more
difficult for an owner of a package of pills to come to a doctor and
ask him to explain how to take them (due to the lack of contraceptive
culture and stereotypes). The Ministry of Health expressed a negative
attitude towards hormonal pills in 1974 and kept it further; physicians
were forced to follow them. In the 1980s, birth control pills were
relatively easy to get, but they were still not very popular.
Preferences for abortion over contraception prevailed until the
post-Soviet period.
ON HOLD
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VIII

WOMEN’S HEALTH

23

Worldcat shows
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Universities.

[ W O M E N ’ S R E P R O D U C T I V E H E A LT H ]

Protoklitov, S. Doloi babku! [i.e. Down with an Old Wife!]. Moscow: Okrana
materinstva i mladenchestva, 1927. 30, [2] pp.: ill. 17,5x13 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Near fine.
Third edition. Scarce.
Cover design was produced by Margarita Genke (1889-1954).
She was best known as a book artist but also collaborated with her
spouse, Jewish artist Nisson Shifrin in the creation of theater designs.
In 1925-1936, Genke contributed to children’s magazines “Ezh” and
“Murzilka”, and worked on designing children’s books.
This small edition is a typical example of mass educational
books written by doctor Sergei Protoklitov (1888-1961). He served in
the Saratov provincial orphanage between World War I and the Civil War.
In the Soviet Union, Protoklitov came back to the Povolzhye region. He
worked in a children’s clinic and a hospital in Saratov, in the Department
of Maternal and Child Health Protection of the People’s Commissariat
for Health, also in children’s medical institutions in Moscow. He is
the author of “Trial of a Faith Healing Woman” (1925), “Pregnancy
and Childbirth” (1926), “What a Peasant Woman Should Know about a
Miscarriage” (1927), “How to Set Up a Summertime Nursery” (1929) and
so on. All of them promoted women’s health institutions to peasants
and are related to the establishment of mass hygiene in the early Soviet
Union.
This book exposed underground obstetricians who have been
called babki in pre-revolutionary Russia (and some years after the
Revolution). Babki were those women who were regarded by provincial
people as wise enough to supervise childbirth or to perform abortion.
They were also called to treat babies with folk remedies. Enchained by
religious ideas about the soul, these midwives performed backstreet
abortions: in a closet, a bathhouse or in a house itself when no one else
was there. In general, they “helped” with what had been collected in
stereotypical thinking for years: prayers, rituals, mixtures prepared with
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their own hands, – all of them weren’t based on science. To terminate
pregnancy, such an underground obstetrician gave a woman some
poisoned drinks, made a woman jump high or even used sharp tools. In
case of childbirth, the process was also not hygienic and torturous for
woman in labor. The author wrote: “Each midwife tries to speed up the
birth in her own way: one unplaits braids of a woman in labor, others
lubricate her stomach with lamp oil, make her step over her husband
three times or force a husband to shake a woman in labor… A midwife
ties a bast shoe to the umbilical cord, to prevent it from going back into
the womb”. In the absence of the necessary medical knowledge, babki
frequently caused diseases or death of both mother and fetus.
Creating contrast, Protoklitov elaborated on Soviet women’s
health institutions, prenatal medical care and qualified obstetrics. In
1921, the Soviet Union opened 1402 nurseries, 135 houses of mother
and child, 118 dairy kitchens, 216 children’s consultants. The first
women’s health consultant was opened in Moscow in 1925, and their
number increased to 4557 by 1940. They supervised pregnancy, gave
recommendations and struggled against “social” diseases of women:
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tuberculosis, syphilis, alcohol use disorder, etc. If recommendations
weren’t followed, a doctor could easily draw public attention and then
disapproval toward a negligent woman. By the 1930s, most Soviet
villages had located first-aid obstetric stations which worked like
outpatient clinics. An obstetrician of such an institution monitored
pregnant women, sent them to hospitals for childbirth, and patronized
mothers and children under one year old. In addition, active educational
activities began as the whole propaganda campaign and this book
might be seen as its part.
ON HOLD
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[ F E M A L E B O DY OV E R T H E L I F E T I M E ]

Mikulina-Ivanova, N.I. Zdorov’e zhenshchiny [i.e. A Woman’s Health].
Moscow: Okhrana materinstva i mladenchestva NKZ, 1928. 304 pp.:
ill. 23x15 cm. In original printed wrappers. Tears of spine with small
fragments lost, creases and some soiling of covers, otherwise very good
and clean internally. Partly uncut.
First and only edition. Scarce.
A yearly supplement sent for subscribers of the periodical
“Zhenskii zhurnal” [Women’s Magazine].
This illustrated survey on women’s health was issued in the
early period of the establishment of mass hygiene and spreading
knowledge of women’s anatomy in the USSR. The Soviet Union had
no proper sex education in schools. Separate books were published in
the early decades but predominant mass of people remained illiterate
in regards of protection from sexually transmitted infections, their
prevention and treatment. This 1920s book was one of the attempts to
provide proper knowledge for women.
The edition was issued by the Motherhood and Infanthood
Protection publishing house. Its author, physician Nadezhda MikulinaIvanova was one of the initiators of the Siberian Women High Courses
(1910-1920) and practiced in a Tomsk clinic.
She starts from observation of woman anatomy and
reproductive system, biological pathologies of girls and women.
Another initial topic is general care of a woman’s body, including sport
activities, active games, as well as genital hygiene. Then the author
shifts to sexual life and overviews perversion of sexual instinct. A
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section about pregnancy is more extensive. Mikulina-Ivanova outlines
what happens in a womb after syngamy, how a fetus evaluates and
what changes occur in a mother’s organism. Interestingly, she added
that “If pregnancy has come, intercourse should be stopped, because it
is harmful to the development of the mental qualities of a baby”. Then,
the author advises in detail on hygiene of pregnant women, including
clothes and footwear, food, care of skin, organization of dwelling and
physical activity. She also gives a warning on diseases and hardship of
pregnant women. Following chapters cover childbirth and hygiene of
process, as well as what problems may happen due to a wrong fetus
position or pathology of pelvic bones. An interesting text is devoted to
postpartum gymnastics. It continues with a less curious yet useful topic
of diseases caused by bacteria that could get into an organism during
the birth. After that, the author turns to the care of a newborn baby.
Mikulina-Ivanova also raised such topics as social diseases
of women and prevention of them, labor and its influence on sexual
activity of women, infertility and contraception, menopause and
physical activity, food, clothes and care of an organism during this
period. In addition, Soviet laws about pregnant women and mothers are
overviewed, alongside the activity of the Department of the Motherhood
and Infanthood Protection.
ON HOLD
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[WOMEN’S MORNING EXERCISES]

Ivanovskii, B. A., Gerkan, L.V. Fizkul’tura zhenshchiny na kazhdyi den’ :
Ezhednevnye, individual’nye gigienicheskie uprazhneniia dlia rabotnits,
sluzhashchikh i domashnikh khoziaek [i.e. Daily Physical Culture of
Woman : Everyday Individual Exercises for Female Workers, Officials and
Housewives]. Moscow: Fizkul’tura i sport, 1930. 73 pp.: ill. + 2 pp. of
ads. 15,5x11 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Covers backed, spine
restored, pale water stains on wrappers, some pencil marks and creases
occasionally, otherwise very good.
First and only edition. Scarce.
A small guide on physical exercises for women with a sedentary
lifestyle.
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Cover design was created by artist Vsevolod Filippov (18931976). He became primarily known as a book and type designer; his
paintings were first exhibited at his own show in 1955. Filippov initially
studied under Petr Kelin, then in the Moscow School of Painting,
Sculpture and Architecture under A. Vasnetsov, A. Arkhipov, V. Falileev
and K. Korovin. After the Revolution, the school was renamed into
the State Free Art Workshops, then VKUTEMAS from which Filippov
graduated. In 1919, the artist went to Briansk where organized a club,
designed theatrical performances, accompanied silent films with piano
music and headed a local library where educational courses were held.
In the 1920s, Filippov worked on the creation of fonts and illustrations
for periodicals “Rabochaia gazeta” [Workers’ Newspaper], “Iskusstvo
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i promyshlennost’” [Art and Industry], “Za industrializatsiiu” [For
Industrialisation], “Rabotnitsa” [Female Worker], “Pulemet” [Machine
Gun], “Elektrichestvo” [Electricity], “Vsemirnaia illiustratsiia” [World
Illustration], “Khochu vse znat’” [Want to Know Everything], “Ekran”
[Screen], “Na sushe i na more” [On Land and At Sea], “Vecherniaia
Moskva” [Moscow Tonight], “Fizkul’tura i sport” [Physical Culture and
Sport], “Murzilka”. He worked on posters promoting cooperation of cities
and countryside together with V. Mayakovsky, and designed posters for
the Society of Friends of the Air Fleet. In the 1930s, Filippov designed
brochures for Intourist, packaging for the perfume and food industries,
sheet music brochures.
For this cover, Filippov produced no drawings and skillfully
used one of the photographs published inside. However, he focused on
type design and used four different fonts in red, white and black.
The handbook contains 18 simple exercises selected by two
employees of the State Central Institute of Physical Culture. Boris
Ivanovskii (1890-1941) is known for initiating medical control in
physical education and one of the major propagandists of physical
culture in the People’s Commissariat of Health. He wrote overall 100
works on this topic. Leonid Genkan (1892-1982) belonged to the old
generation of Soviet swimmers. During the 1928 Spartakiade, he won
all hundred-meter distances in the age group over 35. In teaching
practice, Genkan followed all innovative principles published by foreign
specialists. Between 1938 and 1956 he suffered two arrests, the first
sentence to Kolyma camps and the second sentence to exile to a small
Siberian town. For two decades, he had been torn off from scientific
and teaching activities and his works were most likely withdrawn from
circulation.
In this guide, each exercise is presented in text instructions and
a photograph of a young woman wearing a swimming suit and showing
a certain movement. They start from stretches in a bed and gradually
turn to standing and sitting exercises. No.13 is sponging or douching
with water from a washbowl. Life conditions of most urban dwellers
in the USSR excluded a shower or bath everyday. Thanks to Soviet
propaganda of hygiene, people were taught to visit public bathhouses
once a week. In city apartments, workers had the opportunity to sponge
their bodies with cold water after morning exercises. After that, a
woman wiped her body dry (No.14) and massaged its parts (No. 16-18).
The compilers advised a woman to repeat particular exercises during
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breaks or lunchtime.
In the 1920s, scientific management and occupational hygiene
were actively investigated. Some experiments were related to the
establishment of physical culture for proletarian masses. All media
encouraged people to physical activity and proper recreation. One
contemporary author stressed in 1925 that “factories must schedule a
special period of time for breathing exercises”.
This particular edition is an interesting source on early Soviet
physical culture that notices some details of Soviet lifestyle. The
authors also mentioned that they had chosen those exercises that
suited a cramped space where a regular family lived at that time.
ON HOLD
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[ WO R KO U T S F O R WO R K I N G WO M E N ]

Fizicheskaia kul’tura zhenshchiny. Vyp. 1: 1. Obosnovaniia fizicheskoi
kul’tury zhenshchiny. 2. Zhenskaia gimnastika [i.e. Woman’s Physical
Culture. Issue 1 [and all]: Explanation of Woman’s Physical Culture. 2.
Women’s Exercises]. Moscow: Fizkul’tura i turizm, 1931. 208 pp. : ill.
23x15,5 cm. In original printed wrappers. Tears of spine, front cover
partly detached from text block, small corner of front cover and several
leaves lost, tear of p. 35/36, ink number on cover, t.p. and p. 17. Pre-war
stamps of a Ukrainian Sanitation Center on half-title, title page and p. 9.
Otherwise good and clean copy.
First and only edition. One of 5000 copies. Extremely rare.
A splendid early Soviet guide on women’s exercises compiled
by V. Gorinevskaia, A. Zikmund and their colleagues.
Valentina Gorinevskaia (1882-1953) was a pioneer of Russian
traumatology. After graduation from Women’s Medical Institute in
1908, she practiced surgery in hospitals on the West Front of the
Russian Imperial forces during WWI. In the early 1920s, she taught
at the Samara University. In 1925, Gorinevskaia began to work in the
Traumatological Department of the Institute of Therapy and Prosthetics
in Moscow. She headed the Traumatology Department in the Research
Institute of Emergency Medicine named after N. V. Sklifosovsky in 19321939, along with the work in the Central Institute of Postgraduate
Medical Training. Later Gorinevskaia was a chief surgeon in the Battle
of Khalkhin Gol and Soviet-Finnish war, and organized hospitals for the
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lightly wounded soldiers during WWII. Gorinevskaia is the author of
more than 100 works.
Albert Zikmund (1886-1938) was a rector of the State Central
Institute of Physical Culture and the author of various guides on sports
classes for school children and workers.
Seven physicians compiled a complex of exercises, basing
on biological features of women and their occupations. In one of the
supplementary articles, Gorinevskaia maintained that the complex of
exercises should be varied for peasant women, housekeepers, those
women who work standing or sitting, who operate a particular group of
muscles. Thus, she writes: “We see a predominance of the sitting position
in jobs of seamstresses, shoemakers, officials, cashiers, telephone
operators, students, as well as some scientists and teachers. In addition
to deviations in the development of a body, prolonged sitting causes
blood stasis in the abdominal cavity and pelvic area, increases risks
of diseases of the reproductive and digestive systems”. According to
working and unused muscles, the authors advise to choose particular
exercises.
The main body of the edition is the
description of exercises gathered in groups.
Among them are individual and group
movements, exercises with use of balls
and juggling pins, bars, a sloping surface.
Some movements are proposed to develop
muscles, others – to improve the vestibular
system. Also, principles of the correct lifting
of weights are given, including objects like a
bag of potatoes or live cargo, for example, a
wounded human.
The guide is illustrated with 70
photographs showing one girl or a group who
are carrying out particular exercises. Some
are depicted in drawn schemes, including
the use of juggling pins for the development
of the shoulder girdle. Also, a primer article
on women’s anatomy is supplemented with
drawings of pelvic bones, thigh muscles,
components of the reproductive system, etc.
No 26
Interestingly, the compilers created
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shortened lists of exercises for physical culture classes supposed to be
organized during breaks at factories or offices. They differ from each
other, depending on the standing or sitting job a woman has. A separate
list is given for women working in a dusty premise.
ON HOLD
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[ M O T H E R H O O D I N T H E E A R LY U S S R ]

Gigiena i vospitanie detei rannego vozrasta: Kratkoe rukovodstvo dlia
roditelei [i.e. Hygiene and Bringing Up Young Children: Brief Guide for
Parents]. Moscow: Gos. izdatel’stvo biologicheskoi i meditsinskoi
literatury, 1934. 112 pp.: ill. 22x15 cm. In original illustrated wrappers.
Fragments of spine and small corners of covers lost, some pale water
stains on covers, pale stamp on back cover, otherwise very good and
clean internally.
First edition. Rare. An early Soviet guide on taking care of young
children that advocates the help of qualified children’s consultants in
all possible questions. The edition was co-compiled by physicians N.
Al’tgauzen, A. Zlatkovskaia, E. Safonova, paedologist N. Eiges and nurse
E. Tsoppi. All of them were employees of the Research Institute of
Maternity and Infanthood Protection.
The book contains four sections. The first one “How a Baby is
Growing and Developing” overviews stages in growth of a new organism
up to 3 years old and how they differ from each other. In the second
section “Care of a Child under 3 Years Old”, the authors outline living
conditions that bringing up a child requires. They elaborate on room
equipment, an infant’s sleeper, washing
and clothing. Instructions on swaddling
are supplemented with drawings. Next
for them, schemes of cloth diapers are
given with sizes indicated. Three following
chapters are devoted to children walking
outside. First of all, it is toddler’s clothing
in the cold season. More curious text
introduces walking groups for children of
those mothers who had no time for this.
It was a sort of kindergarten supervised
by one of the mothers alternatively. Such
groups were formed, thanks to children’s
consultants which had information about
health and address of patients. A physician
or nurse took groups under control and
joined them during first walks. Increasing
groups turned into playgrounds where
children’s meals were organized as well.
No 27
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The third section is entirely dedicated to healthy eating for
children. It opens with the hygiene of breastfeeding, as the most
preferable method, and a posture of a mother is presented. However, the
authors explained causes when combined and artificial feeding were
used. For the latter, a chain of state dairy kitchens were established
as a phenomenon of the new culture. In the European part of Russia,
such institutions had appeared in the pre-revolutionary period, but
East Siberian settlements began to open them in the 1920s. In the
circumstances of early Soviet famine and wide urbanization, these
kitchens saved some children from starvation – yet, they had not
enough resources to feed them completely. Depending on the location
(village, regional center, city, etc.) and the number of children served,
dairy kitchens were built as either small enterprises heating food,
washing bottles, etc. or large institutions with improved equipment
and mechanization of all processes. They were considered medical
and preventive establishments. Food products manufactured in dairy
kitchens were released only on the prescription of a physician who
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monitored the development of a child. Apart from patients of children’s
consultants, dairy kitchens served orphanages. Being little known in the
1920s, dairy kitchens were widely promoted in the 1930s. At the end of
the section, chapters on supplementary feeding and further meals are
added.
The last section is about bringing up and interacting with
a child. There are various examples from children’s consultant’s
experience: why two infants of the same age developed differently or
how wrong behavior of parents disrupted physical and mental growth
of a child. The authors informed readers of the development of baby’s
muscles and social skills of a toddler. Children of the Soviet Union
represented the socialist future and many efforts were made in the
direction of political education from the youngest ages. Organizations
of little octobrists and young pioneers were formed and children got
acquainted with the communist ideology with the alphabet or even
earlier. In the interests of bringing up new communist generations, mass
hygiene was promoted alongside experimental pedagogy or paedology.
$450
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[ M O T H E R H O O D I N T H E E A R LY U S S R ]

Berlyandt, A. Okhrana materinstva i mladenchestva v strane Sovetov [i.e.
The Protection of Mother and Child in the Land of the Soviets] / edited
by Yekaterina Karmanova. Moscow: Leningrad: OGIZ-IZOGIZ; Institute
of Sanitary Culture; 1-ya obraztsovaya tipografiya, 1935. [114] pp.: ill.
24,5x35 cm. One of 3000 copies printed. Original printed wrappers.
Title page is restored from one side (tears), as well as the last page of
the book.
First and only edition. ‘Not for sale’ edition. Extremely scarce.
22 full-page illustrations, including photomontages. 3 leaves of
portraits (Lenin, Molotov, Stalin) prior to the main body of the album.
Each composition is preceded by the title in Russian, English, French
and German.
The classic Soviet photo book which is traditionally seen as
one of 5 albums from the 1930s, dedicated to the Soviet Woman (the
others being Mother and Child (1933); Lenin’s Precepts to the Women
of the Whole World (1934); Engineers’ Wives (1937) and The Protection
of Motherhood And Infancy in USSR (1938).
The book which was given to the delegates of the XV
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International Physiological Congress, is the hymn to Soviet women
and mothers, but even more - to the health system and the maternity
hospitals, kindergartens in the USSR.
The masterly photomontages of the unknown maker alongside
with the blank rectos of the pages, give the impression of the sterilized
environment, in both good and bad meanings of the word.
Heiting/Karasik. P.366.
ON HOLD
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IX

WOMEN IN CHILDREN’S BOOKS

29

Worldcat shows
copies located in
Harvard, Wayne
Universities.

[ U K R A I N I A N C H I L D R E N ’ S L I T E R AT U R E ]

Hrinchenko, B. Opovidannia [i.e.The Stories].Kyiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo
Ukrainy, 1924. 122 pp.: ill. 17,5x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers.
Small fragment of spine lost, minor foxing and soiling on covers, ink
signature on t.p., stamps of Prague Ukrainian Institute on rear side of
t.p. and last page. Otherwise very good.
Cover design features the title “Ksenia ta ynshi opovidannia”
[Ksenia and Other Stories] and an image of a girl wearing Ukrainian
national clothing. It is likely the main character of the first story “Ksenia”.
The design was produced by Boris Kriukow (1895-1967). Graduated
from the Kiev Art School in 1918, he became one of the most prolific
Ukrainian illustrators, contributing to over 500 books in the interwar
period. In 1943, he moved to Lviv and then emigrated to Argentina
where he continued illustrating books.
The edition is supplemented with seven full-page illustrations
that were created by Ukrainian architect Ia.B. Horfain in 1923. He
contributed to this book while studying in the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute.
Later Horfain became known for one architectural project. In 1924, he
developed an avant-garde project of the Workers and Peasants’ Palace
supposed to be built in Kyiv. The construction might have become a
grandiose sculptural work as well. According to an image preserved,
it was an attempt to combine the classical compositional scheme, the
formal language of monumental propaganda and the spirit of ancient
Eastern architecture. The right wing of the building was devoted to
Marx, the left wing facade formed a portrait of Engels and its central
entrance was decorated under Lenin. The project aroused great interest
among the Soviet authorities. At the suggestion of the Council of
People’s Commissars of the Ukrainian SSR, Ia. Horfain was building a
model of his “palace-monument” to be sent to the Soviet pavilion at the
World Exhibition of Arts in Paris. However, the project wasn’t realized.
His illustrations for this juvenile book are rather unusual.
They look like patterns for woodcuts that hadn’t been carved in proper
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material and remained on paper.
The collection consists of wellknown stories by Borys Hrinchenko
(1863-1910), Ukrainian nationalist, writer,
ethnographer and activist of public
education. He began his literary career in
the 1980s and became the author of about
50 short stories. The first story about a girl
Ksenia reminds of the motifs of ‘Cinderella’
put into Ukrainian context but at the end
the girl was sold as an employee to another
household and her further life was unknown.
The edition is one of some books of his
works that appeared in the Soviet Union.
The explicit nationalist position
of the writer caused a negative attitude
towards him from the imperial authorities.
In the Soviet period, his major creation
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“Dictionary of Ukrainian Language” was reprinted in the 1920s, along
with a few editions of stories. This one came out as a part of a series
“Library of Young Spartak”. Then the official policy of the party had
changed in regards to Ukrainian culture. Since the late 1920s, the writer
was banned for a long time with the stigma of a bourgeois nationalist.
ON HOLD
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[MODERNISM OF LEV BRUNI]

Polenova, E. Prikliucheniia ukrotitel’nitsy [i.e. Adventure of Female Handler].
Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo, 1930. 30, [2] pp.: ill. 23x19 cm.
In original illustrated wrappers. Spine slightly restored, otherwise mint.
First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies. Very rare.
Cover design and illustrations were created by avant-garde
artist Lev Bruni (1894-1948). He studied under J. Ciągliński, F. Roubaud,
N. Samokish, J.-P. Laurens. In 1914, Bruni joined Petr Miturich and worked
on illustrations for magazines “Golos zhizni” [Voice of Life], “Vershiny”
[Peaks], and “Novyi zhurnal dlia vsekh” [New Magazine for Everybody].
Bruni was close to the art group “Mir Isskusstva” and futurists, exhibited
works at their shows. In 1915, in Bruni’s workshop, a circle of avantgarde artists was formed headed by N. Punin and V. Tatlin. He was
significantly influenced by Tatlin and followed him in all short-lived
organizations. He joined ‘Union of the Youth’ and ‘ Jack Of Diamonds’.
During the Russian Civil War, he wandered in Siberia for three years and
finally was employed in Kolchak’s military headquarters. At the same
time Bruni was in contact with Omsk futurists and published a program
article “On Common Moral” (1919) in a local newspaper. His ideas
were later adopted by Punin and formulated in the monograph “Tatlin
(against cubism)” (1921). In the early 1920s, he came back to Petrograd
where taught in the State Free Art Workshops (SVOMAS), then in the
VKHUTEMAS.
Later he turned to realism with occasional hints on modernist
principles. Cover design of “Adventure of Female Handler” is relatively
simple. It alternates red pencil stripes as the background with small
drawings of animals and people. The lower line of characters continues
to the back cover and gradually lifts around a circle. Outlined in this
way, diagonal stripes form the top of a circus tent on the back cover.
Bruni also produced eight full-page and one half-page illustrations.
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This children’s book tells a story about young handler Polly
Stevens brought up in an American circus, among animals and other
performers. Her father trained wild cats in that circus and began to teach
the daughter the same craft over time. She performed until 17 years
old, tired to monetize performances with lions and left the circus. Polly
joined a hunter who headed to Africa where he might catch animals for
European and American circuses or zoos. In Africa, they communicated
with indigenous population who suffered from a colonizer building a
railroad. The two helped to organize a black people uprising but then
used the railroad to return home with animals they caught.
The author Elena Polenova (1850-1898) is better known as an
artist and one of the earliest children’s book illustrators in Russia. She
also produced graphic works, was seriously fond of carving, designed
icons, and considered architectural ornaments. Together with a wife of
collector Savva Mamontov, Polenova developed the idea of the Museum
of Russian Folk Culture under Moscow. In 1885, she founded workshops
of folk art to teach peasants and their children.
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The book exposed the routine of capitalist circuses and
mentioned the suffering African population that was affected by
colonialists. Polly Stevens’ partner refused to help the rebellion while
she didn’t.
$950
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X

WOMEN AS PROPAGANDA TOOL

31

Worldcat shows
copies located
in Princeton,
Pittsburg, New
York Universities,
Chicago-Kent
College of Law.

[ S TA L I N I S T PA R A D E O F W O M E N ]

Soviet Women. Moscow: State Art Publishers, 1939. [104] pp.: ill. 26x20
cm. In original cloth with embossed lettering and colored ornament
on front cover, colored lettering on spine, with illustrated endpapers,
in modern case. Light shelf-wearing, small tears of endpapers, some
soiling of corners of pages, otherwise mint.
Scarce. In English.
Remarkable photobook praising Soviet women and their
activities for the socialist construction.
The edition looks like a set of fragments from a film about the
life of Soviet women, made in Hollywood. “From the Arctic regions to
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the southern seas, from Belarus and Ukraine to the coast of the Pacific
Ocean, in thousands of industrial enterprises, on millions of hectares of
fields, in schools, universities and academies, in the air and deep under
the surface of the earth – everywhere Soviet women, who enjoy the
same rights as the men, can be seen working and studying” – the book
starts. Most pages showcase portraits of women in various occupations:
engineer, fitter, weaver, harvester operator, tractor driver, collective
farmer, captain of an ocean-going vessel, and so on. A caption to each
picture informs of a name and achievements of a woman portrayed. In
general, all women shown were shock-workers who became deputies
to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR or had been earlier awarded with
the Order of Lenin.
The edition demonstrated successes of Soviet national policy.
Women of indigenois peoples previously were housekeepers and
entirely depended upon men. Under Soviet rule, they started to work
in fisheries and reindeer-breeding collective farms on an equal footing
with men. Pictures feature an eminent Evenk hunter, a reindeer breeder
from the Tixie Bay and a Nanai collective farmer. Changes were seen in
Central Asian countries as well – one double-page spread is dedicated
to a Kyrgyz woman during her work in a collective cotton farm and with
family at home. In all Soviet Republics, women were employed into
different enterprises and organizations and at the same time studied in
high education institutions.
A whole block of photographs is devoted to female pilots
and aircraft engineers. Just like men, Soviet women dreamed of air
exploration. Some pictures present the well-known crew of the
airplane “Rodina” – Marina Raskova, Valentina Grizodubova and Polina
Osipenko. In September 1938, the crew made a record-breaking nonstop flight from Moscow to Komsomolsk-na-Amure in the Soviet Far
East. Shortly before that, Soviet-Japanese military actions were stopped
in Manchuria. So the flight was extremely difficult: without visibility
of the ground, with a failed radio connection, with the risk of crossing
the border of Manchuria and an emergency landing in the swamps
near the Amur river. Besides, parachute jumpers are portrayed. In one
photo Ekaterina Mednikova is receiving instructions from an air club
instructor. In the 1930s, this young woman passed courses of Red Cross
nurses, airplane pilots, aircraft engineers and parachute jumpers – all of
that was done in her spare time from the factory work. A double-page
spread is devoted to Mouza Malinovskaia known for a record-breaking
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parachute jump carried out in a group of six girls in 1935.
The book includes two photomontages as well. One
complements the block of air exploration enthusiasts. It features
female pilot Vishnevskaia with her partner, mechanic Turkova, as well
as a picture of a cheerful baby with the caption “I’m going to fly like my
mummy”. Another one combines a portrait of Vera Mukhina and a photo
of her sculpture “Worker and Kolkhoz Woman” she had created for the
1937 Paris Exhibition. Later the sculpture was installed in the VDNKh.
Some impressive photographs show sports parades and
performances of gymnasts and athletes with hoops, flowers and
children on their shoulders. Like all sports events in the USSR, they
demonstrated flourishing physical culture in the USSR to foreigners
and promoted it among Soviet people themselves.
Karasik, M. Soviet photobook, 1920-1941. P. 484-485.
ON HOLD
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32

Worldcat shows
copies located in
Ohio University,
National Library of
Medicine.

[ W O M E N I N K H R U S H C H E V ’ S T H AW ]

Vam, devushki [i.e. To You, Girls] / Compiled by O. Korobkevich. [Moscow:
Medgiz, 1961]. 272 pp.: ill., 2 ills. 23x17,5 cm. In original illustrated
cloth with colored lettering and design by L.S. Erman. Slightly rubbed
and soiled, stains on outer lower corners occasionally, otherwise very
good.
First edition. Rare.
This well-illustrated collection of articles could be considered
a small encyclopedia for women printed in the Khrushchev Thaw.
During this period, the focus of Soviet people significantly shifted from
collective to individual interests. Softened control of the party influenced
Soviet life. Fifteen articles on the healthy and charming lifestyle were
written by Soviet people of various occupations. Photographs feature
Soviet girls of the post-Stalinist USSR, performing in a parade, doing
sports activities, dancing, working, posing in different clothes.
A female stage and movie actress V. Maretskaia wrote about
personality and character. Candidate of Medical Sciences, editor-in-chief
of the magazine ‘Zdorov’e’ [Health], M. Piradova contributed an article
“Hygiene of Young Woman” where she overviewed anatomy of women’s
reproductive system and exposed diseases of genitals and proper
hygiene principles. A physician A. Demidova elaborated on occupational
hygiene and first aid if one is bleeding or got
burned. Professor in gynecology M. PetrovMaslakov shared his experience in treatment
of sexually transmitted infections.
Containing advice for young women,
the book presented Soviet labels of skin
moisturizing cream, sun-protection cream,
perfume, cosmetics for face and hair. The
essay, dedicated to good-looking clothes,
demonstrated contemporary fashion trends.
Despite scarce clothes in stores, the 1960s
remained in the history of Soviet fashion as
a unique period when mass clothing became
closer to European tendencies. Most women
sewed dresses themselves or ordered them in
an atelier of that textile that was on sale.
One of the inserts decorates an article
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“About Your Dwelling” by O. Titova-Korobkevich who also compiled
the whole collection. She criticized amassing useless things in a
dwelling, so-called Plyushkin’s syndrome, and advocated minimalism
in the interior. The text is illustrated with examples of Soviet furniture
produced in the late 1950s. Another insert supplements a text «Eat
Properly» about healthy food and vitamins.
ON HOLD
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XI

WOMEN & THE LAW

33

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[WOMEN’S CRIMES IN GEORGIA]

Gabiani, A., Melikishvili, L. Sotsial’noe litso zhenshchin-prestupnits i
prostitutok [i.e. Social Profile of Female Offenders and Prostitutes]. Tbilisi:
N.-i. centr po probl. bor’by s prestupnost’ju MVD Resp. Gruzija, 1993. 210
pp. 19,5x14 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Slightly rubbed, pale
rusty stains near staples on back cover, ink private signature on the title
page in Georgian, otherwise mint and clean.
First and only edition. One of 1500 copies. Rare. In Russian.
Interesting edition on prostitution prevention and combat.
It includes two sociology surveys: “Sketch to the Social Profile of
Prostitution” by Anzor Gabiani and “The Role of the Personal Factor in
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the Criminal Behavior of Women” by Liana Melikishvili.
In the first work, Gabiani analyzes various characteristics of
prostitutes questioned: ethnicity, place of birth, education level, marital
status and so on. His investigation was undertaken in the late 1980s. All
over the Georgian Soviet Republic, 532 prostitutes were interviewed; it
was absolute majority recorded by local police.
One of the tables shows types of dwellings where those
women lived: their own and rented apartments, dormitory, basement,
etc. The author observed consequences of premarital sexual intercourse
(got married, gave birth, lost faith in humanity, hated men, etc.) and
what reasons caused it (violence, influence of family or other people,
deceit, mutual desire, etc.). According to another table, 36,8 percent
of asked prostitutes were infected with venereal diseases and about
30 percents suffered from nervous diseases. Interestingly, 82 percent
of prostitutes had no a criminal record and not surprising that more
than half of them preffered to drink a distilled liquor. The sociologist’s
last question to prostitutes was whether they wanted their dauthers
to enter prostitution. About 80 percent of them responded negatively.
Summarizing results, Gabiani called to struggle against those live
conditions that forced women to become victims and be involved in
prostitution. He offered to develop a strategy for struggle and prevent
common consequences like sexually transmitted diseases and moral
decay of people. He especially stressed human immunodeficiency virus
infection because its epidemic is inevitable without proper measures.
Yet, Gabiani affirmed that prostitution has always existed alongside
commodity-money relations and urged society to regulations ensuring
the humane methods without respressions of prostitutes themselves.
First of all, he wrote about well-paid jobs and self-realization of
women. He also emphasized the importance of increasing control
over conditions in сorrective labor colonies and even pioneer camps
where youth wasn’t protected from violence. Going off topic, Gabiani
mentioned one pioneer camp educator who had sexual relations with
several 12-year old boys and was sentenced to 8 years of prison only –
in the 1960s, that was the maximum sentence for homosexualism. The
author added this story to prove the necessity of increasing control.
In “The Role of the Personal Factor in the Criminal Behavior of
Women”, Liana Melikishvili presents her study of female offenders. She
offered to analyze women’s crimes bearing in mind differences in social
conditions of women and men. The sociologist revealed factors and
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conditions that incline women to prostitution or force them to choose the
path of committing crimes. She based her research on communication
with 200 prisoners of the Tbilisi Women’s Corrective Labor Colony in
1990. All of them were divided into four groups depending on crimes
committed: violence (29,5%), theft of personal property (9,5%), robbery
of state or public property (21%) and other crimes. Mostly, answers of
three groups were used for detailed comparison. Their age, education,
families, intensifying circumstances, etc. were explored. Thus, 79 percent
of those prisoners committed a crime intentionally. Of all women
who decided on violence, 10,6% experienced fear and 29,8 percent of
women did it because of revenge. About 5 percent of women committed
theft under the influence of drugs. Some tables show the percentage of
nervous diseases and mental problems diagnosed for female prisoners.
Psychological study of personality was carried out with the help of the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI, 1940) that was
modified by Soviet scientists. Melikishvili explains the method itself
and processing results, publishes charts demonstrating differences
between groups of prisoners. According to materials gained, Melikishvili
created typology of criminals based on their motives. Thus, among
women who committed violence are two subgroups: “defending” and
“dependent”. The latter carries out illegal action because such women
try to maintain the affection (for somebody) necessary for their internal
balance. Among women who committed theft, Melikishvili highlights
three types: “strengthening herself”, “dependent” and “revengeful”.
Finally, robbers of state or public property are divided into three types:
“family”, “dependent” and “prestigious”. In all cases, the author provides
explanations and examples. Thus, the author uncovers the “revengeful”
type of thief with characteristics of a woman with 6 sentences for theft
and robbery. One of her stories is about how she punished a director
of a restaurant where she worked. That man often imposed fines on
employees and flirted with her. When he invited her home, she stole a
case with a large amount of money, avenging his behavior.
Both works were supposed to help law enforcement officers in
prevention of crimes and effective correction of offenders’ behavior in
labor colonies.
$350
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